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Pattern formation is ubiquitous in nature at all scales, from 
morphogenesis and cloud formation to galaxy filamentation. 
How patterns emerge in a homogeneous system is a funda-
mental question across interdisciplinary research includ-
ing hydrodynamics1, condensed matter physics2, nonlinear 
optics3, cosmology4 and bio-chemistry5,6. Paradigmatic exam-
ples, such as Rayleigh–Bénard convection rolls and Faraday 
waves7,8, have been studied extensively and found numerous 
applications9–11. How such knowledge applies to quantum sys-
tems and whether the patterns in a quantum system can be 
controlled remain intriguing questions. Here we show that the 
density patterns with two- (D2), four- (D4) and six-fold (D6) 
symmetries can emerge in Bose–Einstein condensates on 
demand when the atomic interactions are modulated at mul-
tiple frequencies. The D6 pattern, in particular, arises from a 
resonant wave-mixing process that establishes phase coher-
ence of the excitations that respect the symmetry. Our experi-
ments explore a novel class of non-equilibrium phenomena in 
quantum gases, as well as a new route to prepare quantum 
states with desired correlations.

In classical systems, the onset of pattern formation can  
be understood from the dynamics and interaction of the excita-
tions in momentum space, described by the nonlinear amplitude  
equation12–15

dui
dt

¼ αiui þ
X

j;k

βijkujuk þ Oðu3Þ ð1Þ

where ui is the amplitude of the ith excitation mode. Starting from 
small amplitudes, the modes grow exponentially at rate αi. The qua-
dratic term becomes important as the mode grows, and the tensor 
βijk describes the mixing of the modes and determines the resulting 
pattern. The explicit form of βijk is given by the underlying phys-
ics, for example, by the Navier–Stokes equation for hydrodynamic 
systems16,17.

In quantum systems, patterns—often characterized by correla-
tion functions—frequently arise from long-range interactions or 
dynamics far from equilibrium. In polaritonic quantum fluids, hex-
agonal patterns emerge due to scattering between polaritons18. In 
cold atoms, Faraday waves induced by the modulation of trap fre-
quency19,20 or interactions21,22 occur in one-dimensional (1D) Bose–
Einstein condensates (BECs). BECs also develop spin23 or density 
wave patterns24 by quenching of atomic interactions. Droplets in 
a dipolar BEC form a hexagonal pattern due to Rosensweig insta-
bility25. Recently, supersolid order, for which a superfluid exhibits  

spatial correlations, emerges in condensates with spin–orbit cou-
pling26 or dipolar interactions27–29.

In this Letter, we report the formation of various 2D density wave 
patterns in a uniform BEC by modulating the atomic interactions at 
two frequencies in the vicinity of a Feshbach resonance (Fig. 1a).  
The interaction modulation is realized by applying an oscillating 
magnetic field to the sample30,31. The magnetic field is in the z direc-
tion perpendicular to the sample, while the pattern forms in the 
horizontal x –y plane (Fig. 1b). By changing the ratio of the two 
modulation frequencies, density patterns with D2, D4 and D6 sym-
metries were observed in  situ and analysed. The D6 density wave 
pattern, in particular, results from a novel coherent process that 
resonantly couples six momentum modes.

To understand the pattern formation process in a driven conden-
sate, we derive the associated quantum nonlinear amplitude equa-
tion as (see Methods)

dâk
dt

¼ γ1â
y
�k þ γ2

X

k1

âyk1�kâk1 � γ2
X

k2

âk2 âk�k2 ð2Þ

where âk
I

 and âyk
I

 are the bosonic annihilation and creation operators 
with momentum ℏk, respectively, ℏ = h/2π is the reduced Planck 
constant, the summations include all resonant scattering pro-
cesses, and the rate constants γ1 and γ2 are given by the modulation 
strengths. This equation is reminiscent of the classical amplitude 
equation (1).

The wave-mixing processes leading to D4 and D6 patterns can be 
described in two stages (Fig. 1c). In the seeding stage, atom pairs 
with opposite momentum are generated from the condensate by 
a single-frequency modulation. Such a process, given by the first 
term in equation (2), seeds and amplifies the primary excitations 
that spontaneously break the rotational symmetry of the system. In 
the pattern-forming stage, the same or a different frequency compo-
nent is introduced to the modulation, which stimulates scatterings 
into a particular pattern with the desired symmetry (see Methods). 
This process is described by the nonlinear terms in equation (2). 
Finally, the excitation modes interfere with the BEC to form the 
density wave n(r), which we observe. The density wave relates to the 
excitations âk

I
 as n̂ðrÞ ¼ n0ð1̂þ N�1=2

0

P
kðâk þ ây�kÞeikrÞ

I
, where n0 

is the condensate density and N0 ≫ 1 is the atom number in the 
condensate. We emphasize that the spatial symmetry of the patterns 
is only controlled by the ratio of the modulation frequencies, and 
the sample is collisionally thin. These are in contrast to previous 
Faraday wave experiments9,10,19–22, where the patterns rely on the 
strength of the modulation amplitudes and relaxation in the hydro-
dynamic regime.
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The experiment starts with a BEC of N0 = 60,000 Cs atoms in 
a 2D dipole trap. Atoms are radially confined in a uniform cir-
cular potential well with a radius of 14.5 μm and a barrier height 
of h × 140 Hz. In the vertical direction, the sample is confined in 
a harmonic potential with a 1/e2 radius of 0.78 μm. We then apply 
an oscillating magnetic field near a Feshbach resonance32 to the 
BEC, which modulates the atomic s-wave scattering length a. After 
modulation time t, we perform in situ imaging to record the density 
waves (see Methods).

We first describe the experimental procedure for the formation of 
the density waves with D6 symmetry. In the seeding stage, we apply a 
single-frequency modulation as aðtÞ ¼ adc þ a1 sinωt

I
, where ω/2π 

= 450 Hz, a1 = 30a0, adc = 2a0 and a0 is the Bohr radius. After t = 22.2 ms, 
in the pattern-forming stage, we add a second frequency component 
to the modulation as aðtÞ ¼ adc þ a1 sinωt þ a2 sinωt=2

I
, where a2 

= 25a0 (Fig. 2a).
We analyse the symmetry of the density wave patterns based on 

Fourier analysis. In the seeding stage, only stripe patterns appear. 
In the pattern-forming stage, hexagonal lattice patterns with D6 
symmetry emerge, signified by six distinct modes in the Fourier 
space. The modes are equally spaced by π/3 in directions with the 
same wavenumber kf ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mω=_

p
¼ 2:43 μm�1

I
 (ref. 30 and Fig. 2b), 

where m is the atomic mass.
The presence of the D6 pattern can be further confirmed with a 

pattern recognition algorithm33 (Fig. 2c). To quantify the strength 
of the patterns, we evaluate the density correlation function 
gð2ÞðθÞ  hjAφj2jAφþθj2i=hjAφj2i

2

I
, where Aθ ¼

R
nðrÞe�ikθ rdr

I
 is 

the Fourier amplitude evaluated at kθ with magnitude ∣kθ∣ = kf and 
angle θ. The angle brackets denote averaging over both the angle 
φ from 0 to 2π and the images. The evolution of g(2) confirms the 
growth of different patterns in the seeding and pattern-forming 
stages (Fig. 2c).
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Fig. 1 | Pattern formation in a BEC with interaction modulation at two 
frequencies. a, A BEC (green) of 133Cs atoms is trapped in a 2D circular 
potential well (blue). An oscillating magnetic field B(t) in the z direction 
modulates the scattering length. The atomic density is recorded by a 
camera. b, An example image of the driven BEC showing density waves.  
c, Scattering processes that generate D4 and D6 density waves are illustrated 
in momentum space in two stages. In the seeding stage, the BEC (black dot) 
at wavenumber k = 0 produces atom pairs with opposite momentum (blue 
arrows). In the pattern-forming stage, collisions between the atom pairs 
and the BEC generate four or six modes with wavenumber |k| = kf (orange 
arrows; see main text) with equal angular spacing, which we study in this 
work. For the creation of D4 and D6 patterns, the modulation frequencies 
are ω/2 followed by ω, and ω followed by ω/2, respectively. Cyan circles 
indicate other modes populated during the scattering processes.
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Fig. 2 | Formation of density waves with D6 symmetry. a, The scattering length is modulated in two stages. The modulation frequency is 450 Hz in the first 
10 cycles; this is then superposed with a second modulation of 225 Hz (see main text). b, Examples of in situ images at t = 0, 22.6 and 45.0 ms (top row) 
and the corresponding Fourier transforms (bottom row). At 45 ms, the Fourier transform displays six peaks with π/3 angular spacing that break rotation 
symmetry. The six-peak patterns orient randomly in repeated experiments. c, Pattern recognition based on 185 Fourier-transformed images yields six 
strong peaks (red circles) on the vertices of a hexagon (yellow). Two weaker peaks arise from patterns with D4 symmetry. We remove the contribution 
from the BECs (see Methods). d, Correlations g(2) of the Fourier modes with angular spacing θ. The peaks at π/3, π/2 and π indicate the strength of the 
patterns with D6, D4 and D2 symmetry, respectively.
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We tailor the modulation waveform to create different patterns. 
Here, three modulation schemes that lead to patterns with D2, D4 
and D6 symmetries are reported. In scheme I, we apply the modula-
tion at a single frequency ω. In scheme II, we modulate at frequency 
ω in the seeding stage and superpose a second frequency ω/2 in 
the pattern-forming stage (Fig. 2a). In scheme III, we modulate at 
frequency ω/2 and then switch to frequency ω.

To reveal the density patterns in real space, we use a 2D pattern 
recognition algorithm. Because the pattern in each image appears 
with random orientation and displacement, the algorithm is devel-
oped to rotate and align the patterns (Fig. 3a). We determine the 
orientation of each image as illustrated in Fig. 2c, and align all of 
them in the same direction. We then translate each of the images 
independently to maximize the spatial variance of their average. 
Finally, we extract the underlying pattern by averaging all aligned 
images. To eliminate long wavelength variations that are uncorre-
lated with the pattern and to only focus on patterns formed at the 
wavelength corresponding to kf, we filter the density fluctuations at 
∣k∣ ≤ 0.75kf from the images to obtain the density waves enðrÞ

I
.

The results of the 2D pattern recognition algorithm are shown in 
Fig. 3b. Single-frequency modulation (scheme I) produces D2 stripe 
patterns. Scheme II (ω → ω/2) results in a hexagonal lattice pat-
tern, consistent with Fig. 2. Scheme III (ω/2 → ω) results in a square 
lattice pattern. We further determine the strengths of different  

symmetry components in each image P based on the fit P = c2P2 + 
c4P4 + c6P6, where Pn are normalized patterns with Dn symmetry and 
cn are the fitting parameters (see Methods). The results, shown in 
the bar diagrams of Fig. 3b, suggest that different schemes are effec-
tive in generating patterns with different symmetries.

Remarkably, all three patterns extend throughout the 
entire sample. The spatial extent of the patterns can be 
evaluated from their real-space correlation functions 
egð2ÞðrÞ 

R
enðr0Þenðr0 þ rÞdr0=

R
en2ðr0Þdr0

I
. Correlations along 

principle directions, shown in Fig. 3c, extend across the entire 
sample of diameter 25 μm. We note that the finite correlations of 
the 2D superfluid might limit the correlation length we report here. 
Comparing the patterns, we observe that the D6 pattern is a fac-
tor of 5 more pronounced than D4, even though these two schemes 
employ similar modulation strengths (see Methods).

The clear difference between the strengths of the D4 and D6 
patterns comes from the coherence of the underlying scattering 
processes. For D4 patterns, phase coherence only exists between 
counter-propagating modes. The orthogonal modes are generated 
from independent scattering processes and are phase-independent, 
as illustrated in Fig. 4a. We evaluate the two-point phase correlation 
function of the density waves as g(1)(θ) ≡ 〈AφAφ + θ〉/〈∣Aφ∣2〉, where 
Aθ ¼ jAθjeiϕθ
I

 is the Fourier amplitude of the mode with wavenum-
ber kf at angle θ and ϕθ is its phase. The result (Fig. 4b) shows a single 
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peak at θ = π, simply due to the realness of density. The absence of 
other features, particularly at θ = π/2, shows that the density waves 
in orthogonal directions are incoherent. Close inspection of the 
phases of orthogonal modes (inset, Fig. 4b) confirms the absence 
of correlation.

The D6 pattern, on the other hand, displays a novel phase coher-
ence in triplets of modes angularly spaced by 2π/3 (Fig. 4c). Here we 
evaluate the three-point phase correlation function as

gð3=2Þðθ; θ0Þ  hAφAφþθAφþθ0 iffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hjAφj2ihjAφþθj2ihjAφþθ0 j2i

q ð3Þ

The correlation shows two peaks at ðθ; θ0Þ ¼ ð2π=3; 4π=3Þ
I

 and (4π/3, 
2π/3) (Fig. 4d), where θ and θ0

I
 are the relative angles between the three 

modes. This indicates phase coherence of any three modes angularly 
separated by 2π/3. From repeated measurements, we find that the 
phases of the triplets are statistically constrained to ϕ0 + ϕ2π/3 + ϕ4π/3 
= 0 modulo 2π with a small standard deviation of δϕ = 1.1 (Fig. 4e,f).  
The phase differences, for example ϕ0 − ϕ2π/3 − ϕ4π/3, as well as other 
permutations, are uniformly distributed and thus uncorrelated.

The three-point phase correlation is an essential element to 
understanding the growth and origin of D6 patterns in our system. 
Based on equation (2), we show that the strength of the D6 pattern 
satisfies the equation of motion (see Supplementary Information)

dArms

dt
¼ γ1Arms þ γ2g

ð3=2ÞA2
rms ð4Þ

where Arms is the root-mean square of the six Fourier amplitudes that 
constitute the D6 pattern and g(3/2) ≡ g(3/2)(2π/3, 4π/3). A positive g(3/2) 

suggests that, beyond small amplitudes, the nonlinear wave-mixing 
term dominates and leads to a faster-than-exponential (hyperbolic) 
growth of the D6 density waves. The large measured value of g(3/2) 
= 0.58 explains the strong D6 pattern that we observe.

How does the three-point phase correlation emerge in a driven 
condensate? Starting from a condensate seeded by the single-fre-
quency modulation, we see that g(3/2) increases quickly from zero 
after the two-frequency modulation starts (see Supplementary 
Information). Theoretically, the growth of the correlation is linked 
to the resonant nonlinear coupling of excitation modes that respect 
the symmetry and is described by dg(3/2)/dt = 3γ2Arms for small 
amplitudes Arms<<N1=2

0
I

. Our measurement is in good agreement 
with the theory (see Supplementary Information). Given the above, 
the three-point phase relation ϕ0 + ϕ2π/3 + ϕ4π/3 = 0 (Fig. 4f) can 
be understood as the phase-matching condition that maximizes the 
correlator g(3/2), which explains the dominance of the D6 pattern in 
our experiment.

Our experiments thus provide insights into the origin of pat-
tern formation from the coherent mixing of excitations in a homo-
geneous system. The pattern formation represents a new form of 
quantum dynamics in which spatial symmetries are determined by 
the temporal modulation. Moreover, the excitation modes associ-
ated with the patterns are phase-correlated in a unique way and the 
modes are expected to be entangled (see Methods). These patterns 
can thus serve as a resource of multimode entanglement for appli-
cations in quantum control and quantum information processing.
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Any methods, additional references, Nature Research reporting 
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Methods
Experimental procedure. We started with BECs of 60,000 Cs atoms loaded into  
a disk-shaped dipole trap with a radius of 14.5 μm in the horizontal direction.  
The horizontal confinement was provided by a blue-detuned laser at 780 nm.  
We shaped the laser beam profile using a digital micromirror device and projected 
it to the atom plane through a high-resolution objective. The resulting circular 
potential well has a barrier height of h × 140 Hz. The uniformity of the potential 
well is reflected by the atomic density profile at the beginning of the modulation, 
as shown in Fig. 2b, where the variation is ~10% of the mean density. Atoms 
are tightly confined in the vertical direction with a 1/e2 radius of 0.78 μm and a 
harmonic trap frequency of 259 Hz.

After preparing the sample, we modulated the magnetic field near a  
Feshbach resonance, which caused the s-wave scattering length a of the atoms to 
oscillate as aðtÞ ¼ adc þ a1ðtÞ sinω1t þ a2ðtÞ sinðω2t þ ϕÞ

I
. We used an arbitrary 

waveform generator to control the current modulation in the coils, leading  
to the magnetic field being modulated according to a designed waveform.  
A small positive offset scattering length adc = 2a0 was maintained throughout  
the experiment to keep the condensate stable. Because the chemical potential was 
much smaller than the vertical trapping frequency, the BEC was in the quasi-2D 
regime37. To generate the D2 density wave pattern, we modulated the scattering 
length at frequency 450 Hz with amplitude 45a0 for 23.8 ms. For the D4 pattern,  
we first modulated at 225 Hz for three cycles with amplitude 45a0 and then 
switched to 450 Hz with the same amplitude for 24 ms. To generate the D6 pattern, 
the first 10 cycles of modulation were at 450 Hz with amplitude 30a0; this was 
then mixed with another frequency component at 225 Hz and amplitude 25a0 
for 22.8 ms. The relative phase ϕ between these two frequency components was 
0. The modulation frequencies we employed did not match the vertical trap 
frequency, and thus the atomic motion in the vertical direction was not excited. 
This distinguishes our experiment from previous Faraday wave experiments on 
BECs19,22,34. In addition, it is only important that the two modulation frequencies 
have the proper ratio of 1:2 or 2:1 to ensure the phase-matching condition.  
The specific value of any single frequency is unimportant.

We finally performed in situ absorption imaging to observe the resulting 
density waves in condensates using the high-resolution objective and a charge-
coupled device camera. Our imaging system is sensitive to density fluctuations of 
spatial frequency ranging from 0 to 3.44 μm−1 (ref. 35), which covers the density 
waves we observed at kf = 2.43 μm−1.

To extract the population of excited modes from their interference with the 
condensate, we first Fourier-transformed the images including density waves. 
Then, in the Fourier space, we focused on the ring at ∣k − kf∣ ≤ 0.1kf and cut 
it using angular slices of 3° to count the average Fourier magnitude Aθ in the 
direction at angle θ. In general, the sensitivity of our imaging system varied 
for signals with different wavenumber. We measured the modulation transfer 
function M(k) of thermal atoms and found that the proportional constant of 
measured strength of density fluctuations at kf to its corresponding real strength 
was M(k = kf) = 0.45 (ref. 35). The relation between density wave amplitude Aθ 
and population ∣ak∣2 is jAθ j2 ¼ 4N0cos2ðωt=2Þjak j2

I
, and the phase was equal to 

ωt/2 ≈ 0.57 rad at the time of imaging. Finally, the population was evaluated as 
jak j2 ¼ jAθ j2=½M2ðk ¼ kf Þ4N0cos2ðωt=2Þ
I

. Also, the density waves were observed 
stroboscopically every 4.4 ms.

Quantum dynamics of pattern formation. We start from the general form of the 
Hamiltonian of driven BECs:

H ¼
R
d3rΨ yðr; tÞ p2

2mΨðr; tÞ þ
R
d3rΨ yðr; tÞVðrÞΨ ðr; tÞ

þ gðtÞ
2

R
d3rΨ yðr; tÞΨ yðr; tÞΨ ðr; tÞΨðr; tÞ

ð5Þ

where the interaction strength is modulated as 
gðtÞ ¼ 4π_2

m ½adc þ a1ðtÞ sinω1t þ a2ðtÞ sinðω2t þ ϕÞ
I

. Here, adc is a small offset 
scattering length to keep the condensate stable, a1,2 are the amplitudes of the 
scattering length modulation and ϕ is the relative phase between the two frequency 
components ω1 and ω2.

The external potential V(r) is neglected later because it only serves to 
determine the initial wavefunction of the BECs and does not affect the dynamics. 
After doing the Fourier transform ΨðrÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffi

V
p

P
k âke

ikr

I

, we obtain the 
Hamiltonian in momentum space as

H ¼
X

k

ϵk â
y
kak þ

gðtÞ
2V

X

k1 ;k2 ;Δk

âyk1þΔk â
y
k2�Δk âk1 âk2 ð6Þ

where V is the volume of condensate and the dispersion is ϵk = ℏ2k2/2m.
After transferring to the rotating frame with âk ! âke�iϵk t=_

I
 and using 

the rotating wave approximation to eliminate the fast oscillating terms, the 
Hamiltonian becomes time-independent:

HI ¼
i
4V

ð
X

k

g1â
y
k â

y
�k â0â0 þ

X

k0
g2â

y
k0
ây�k0

â0â0 þ
X

k1 ;k2

g2e
�iϕâyk2 â

y
k1�k2

âk1 â0Þ þ h:c:

ð7Þ

where g1 = 4πℏ2a1/m and g2 = 4πℏ2a2/m and the summations go over the processes 
that satisfy the following energy conservation conditions:

ϵk þ ϵ�k ¼ _ω1

ϵk0 þ ϵ�k0 ¼ _ω2

ϵk2 þ ϵk1�k2 ¼ ϵk1 þ _ω2

ð8Þ

Here, the left- and right-hand sides are the total energy after and before the 
collision.

The equation of motion for âk
I

 is then obtained to second order in the 
Bogoliubov approximation â0  ây0 

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
N0

p

I
 as

dâk
dt

¼ γ1â
y
�k þ γ2

X

k1

âyk1�k âk1 � γ2
X

k2

âk2 âk�k2 ð9Þ

where the growth rates are given by γ1 ¼ N0π_a1
mV

I
 and γ2 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
N0

p
π_a2

mV e�iϕ

I
. Here, all 

the momenta are restricted to the horizontal plane and the magnitude of k is 
jkj ¼ kf ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mω1=_

p

I
. We have been using ω1 = ω = 2π × 450 Hz and ω2 = ω/2 = 2π 

× 225 Hz.
The formation of density wave patterns originates from the momentum and 

energy conservation of the underlying bosonic stimulated scattering processes 
(Fig. 1c). For D4 pattern formation under scheme III, during the first modulation 
of frequency ω/2, a pair of BEC atoms absorb a quantum of energy ℏω/2 and 
scatter into a pair of atoms with opposite momenta ±k1 at jk1j ¼ kf=

ffiffiffi
2

p

I
 and 

energy ϵk1 ¼ _ω=4
I

. Then, one atom with k1 collides with one BEC atom, absorbing 
another quantum of ℏω/2. One of them scatters into k with magnitude kf and 
energy ϵk = ℏω/2 at 45° (or −45°) relative to k1. The other is scattered into k1 − k 
with magnitude kf=

ffiffiffi
2

p

I
 and energy ϵk1�k ¼ _ω=4

I
 at −90° (or 90°) relative to k1. 

This process is described by the second term on the right-hand side of equation (9).  
However, the third term is zero, because both momentum and energy conservation 
are not satisfied by releasing an energy quantum of ℏω/2 into the driving field.  
On the other hand, one atom with −k1 can collide with one BEC atom, and one  
of the scattered atoms has momentum kf at 45° or −45° relative to −k1. Thus, seeds 
of four momentum modes at kf, with 90° relative angular spacing, are generated. 
Later, when another modulation of frequency ω is applied, those four modes are 
amplified with pairs of BEC atoms scattering into them. This corresponds to the 
first term on the right-hand side of equation (9). Finally, those four momentum 
modes with 90° angular spacing interfere with the BEC to form the D4 density  
wave pattern. Note that the D4 pattern emerges regardless of the presence of  
the modulation at ω/2 in the pattern-forming stage, so only modulation  
at ω is applied there.

On the other hand, for D6 pattern formation under scheme II, a modulation 
of frequency ω is first applied to generate pairs of opposite momentum modes ±k 
at kf and energy ϵk = ℏω/2. Then, when the second frequency component ω/2 is 
added, an atom with k collides with a BEC atom, absorbing one energy quantum 
ℏω/2 and scattering into atoms with k2 and k − k2 with the same magnitude kf and 
energy ϵk2 ¼ ϵk�k2 ¼ _ω=2

I
 at ±60° relative to k. This corresponds to the hermitian 

conjugate of the third term on the right-hand side of equation (9). Also, atoms 
with momentum k2 or k − k2 can collide with one BEC atom into atoms with k, 
corresponding to the second term on the right-hand side of equation (9). In the 
meantime, one atom with −k can collide with one BEC atom and scatter into −k2 
or −(k − k2) at ±60° relative to −k. Thus, six momentum modes with 60° relative 
angular spacing are generated and are amplified by the ω frequency component 
at the same time. Eventually, they interfere with the condensate and form the D6 
density wave pattern.

To form a general n-fold symmetric pattern in momentum space, it is  
necessary to have three different modulation frequencies: two stimulate  
population into two momentum rings and the other creates coupling between  
these two momentum rings. Eventually, N momentums will be distributed 
uniformly on each ring and form an N-fold symmetric pattern in real space 
by interfering with the BEC. The D4 and D6 patterns are the only special cases 
we know that require fewer than three modulation frequencies. Moreover, the 
excitation modes associated with these patterns are expected to be squeezed  
and entangled due to the underlying pair production scattering processes.  
For example, counter-propagating momentum modes in the D2 pattern are in  
a two-mode squeezed state ΨðτÞj i ¼ 1

coshðgτÞ
P1

n¼0tanh
nðgτÞ n; nj i± k

I

 (ref. 36),  
where τ is interaction modulation time and g is the coupling constant 
(proportional to modulation amplitude). The populations n in counter-
propagating modes are always equal and thus maximally squeezed. Similarly, 
for D6 patterns, the three pairs of modes with opposite momentum are also 
squeezed and with additional coupling between different pairs due to the second 
modulation frequency. We expect them to be in a state with the general form 
ΨðτÞj i ¼

P1
α;β;γ;δ¼0Cα;β;γ;δðτÞ α; β; γ þ δ� β; αþ β � γ; γ; δj ik1 ;k2 ;k3 ;�k1 ;�k2 ;�k3

I
,  

where α, β, γ, δ = 0, 1, 2... with constraints γ + δ ≥ β and α + β ≥ γ. Cα,β,γ,δ(τ) 
is a complex amplitude of the Fock state at evolution time t = τ. Due to the 
conservation of total momentum, the population difference nki � n�ki

I
 for a pair of 

opposite momentum modes ±ki is always equal to that of another pair n�kj � nkj
I

.  
The squeezing and entanglement properties of this state are to be studied in our 
future experiments.
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Principal component analysis. To remove the background of Fourier space in 
Fig. 2c, we collected 100 images of pure BECs and applied a principal component 
analysis algorithm to construct the bases and subtract the projection onto these 
bases from the Fourier transform of BECs with density waves.

We first obtain the Fourier amplitude’s magnitude ni(k) of the ith image of the 
pure BEC atomic density ni(r). Each p × p square matrix ni(k) is rearranged into 
a 1 × p2-row vector. All the row vectors are then arranged to form a rectangular 
matrix Mij, where j ranges from 1 to p2 = 1212. The mean value of each column is 
shifted to zero by subtracting the average of experimental realizations, resulting in 
the data matrix X ¼ M �M

I
. Our goal is to diagonalize the covariance matrix XTX 

to find its eigenvectors wj and eigenvalues λj, which correspond to the statistically 
independent bases (principal components) and variance of X’s projection Xijwj 
onto each basis, respectively. We use singular value decomposition to perform this 
diagonalization.

The first 99 principal components are kept and the corresponding variances are 
shown in Supplementary Fig. 1a. The average of ni(k) is counted as an additional 
basis w0. In Supplementary Fig. 1b, we plot the average of ni(k) and the two 
principal components that have the largest and second-largest variances. Next, 
we use those constructed bases to remove the background in the Fourier space 
nd(k) of the atomic densities of BECs with density waves nd(r). As an example, 
in Supplementary Fig. 1c we project one nd(k) onto all the principal components 
wj to reconstruct the background. Finally, the background is subtracted from the 
original Fourier space and only the signals from density waves are left.

Phases and amplitudes of density waves. To precisely determine the spatial 
phase of the density waves in different directions, we developed the following 
fitting procedure. Because the length scale of the density wave we care about is 
only around kf, we first filter out the strong low-frequency noise below 0.75kf in 
the Fourier transform of the in situ density profile n(x, y) and inversely transform 
it back to obtain the filtered atomic density enðx; yÞ

I
, as shown in Supplementary 

Fig. 2a. enðx; yÞ
I

 is the superposition of plane waves in different directions confined 
in a finite-sized BEC, so the precision of extracting the phase from its Fourier 
transform is limited by the small number of density wave periods. To avoid this 
limitation, we first integrate the filtered atomic density along a certain direction 
θ normalized by the corresponding integrated circular BEC area to obtain the 
averaged 1D density oscillation nθðxÞ ¼

R
dynðx; yÞ=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2 � x2

p

I
. The central part 

∣x∣ ≤ 10 μm of nθ(x) is then fitted using fit function f ðxÞ ¼ Fθ cosðkf x þ ϕθÞ
I

, where 
Fθ and ϕθ are the amplitude and phase of the density wave at kf and angle θ. The 
step size of angle θ is chosen to be 1° for better resolution compared to the Fourier 
transform. The amplitude Fθ and phase ϕθ are unaffected by density waves in other 
directions, which only contribute noise at a spatial frequency smaller than kf or are 
completely integrated out.

Supplementary Fig. 2b shows the angular distribution of density wave 
amplitudes from the Fourier transform compared with that from fitting. It can be 
seen that the results obtained from these two methods are consistent with each 
other. For the angles indicated by black arrows in Supplementary Fig. 2b, three 
examples of the fitting results are shown in Supplementary Fig. 2c. The density 
oscillation is fit very well when its Fourier amplitude is significant.

Real-space pattern recognition algorithm. We consider each individual in situ 
absorption image as a combination of several common patterns with random 
orientations and displacements that contribute to the image with different weights. 
To reveal the common pattern, we align the strongest components from repeated 
experimental realizations and the weaker ones are averaged to zero. This alignment 
can be achieved from our real-space pattern recognition algorithm.

Here, we describe the details of the 2D pattern recognition algorithm (Fig. 3a).  
We first filter out the low-frequency noise at ∣k∣ < 0.75kf from the in situ 
absorption images to obtain a set of N = 185 filtered images of atomic density 
fluctuations, eniðx; yÞ; i ¼ 1;    ;N

I
 (Supplementary Fig. 2a). Let T θi ;ri ðeniÞ

I
 denote 

the result of rotating eni by θi and then translating by ri, where we impose the 
constraint ∣ri∣ < 2π/kf. The objective function L is the spatial variance of the average 
image n after rotating and translating individual images:

nðfθig; frigÞ ¼
1
N

X

i

T θi ;ri ðeniÞ ð10Þ

Lðfθig; frigÞ ¼
1
S

Z
n2dxdy � 1

S

Z
ndxdy

 2

ð11Þ

where S is the total area of the atomic density fluctuations. The optimal rotation 
angles and translation displacements {θi} and {ri} are found by maximizing L, and 
the pattern recognized is n with the optimal parameters.

Because the rotation angle θi and displacement ri are independent degrees 
of freedom, we perform optimization of the objective function L in two separate 
steps. We first find the orientation of each image from the angular distributions  
of density wave amplitudes Fθ obtained from fitting (Supplementary Fig. 2b).  
The rotation angles θi are changed for individual images in order to maximize the 

variance of the averaged angular distribution33. The angles are then fixed to be the 
ones after the above optimization, before we optimize the displacement of each 
image. Finally, we translate each image eni by ri to maximize the spatial variance of 
the resulting averaged density fluctuation n. The recognized common patterns for 
different modulation schemes are shown in Fig. 3b.

Symmetry decomposition of density patterns. We consider each recognized 
pattern P shown in Fig. 3b as a superposition of normalized two-, four- and six-
fold symmetry components P2,4,6 with amplitudes c2,4,6 and a small offset c0. To 
find the contribution of each symmetry component, we fit the patterns using the 
following function:

P ¼ c2P2 þ c4P4 þ c6P6 þ c0 ð12Þ

where

P2 ¼ Rθ2 cosðkfx þ ϕ2Þ ð13Þ

P4 ¼
1ffiffiffi
2

p Rθ4 cosðkfx þ ϕ4;1Þ þ cosðkf y þ ϕ4;2Þ
h i

ð14Þ

P6 ¼ 1ffiffi
3

p Rθ6 cosðkf x þ ϕ6;1Þ
h

þ cosð� 1
2 kfx þ

ffiffi
3

p

2 kf y � 1
2ϕ6;1 þ

ffiffi
3

p

2 ϕ6;2Þ

þ cosð� 1
2 kfx �

ffiffi
3

p

2 kf y � 1
2ϕ6;1 �

ffiffi
3

p

2 ϕ6;2Þ
i

ð15Þ

Here, Rθ ½
I

 denotes rotation by angle θ. There are 12 fitting parameters in total: 
{c2, c4, c6} determine the strengths of the symmetry components, c0 determines the 
overall offset, {θ2, θ4, θ6} determine the orientations and {ϕ2, ϕ4,1, ϕ4,2, ϕ6,1, ϕ6,2}  
determine the displacements. The optimal fitting parameters are provided in 
Supplementary Table 1. One example of the symmetry decomposition results for 
the D6 density pattern under scheme II is shown in Supplementary Fig. 3.

Data availability
The data represented in Figs. 2d, 3c, 4b,f are available as Source Data Figs. 2, 3  
and 4. All other data that support the plots within this paper are available from the 
corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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